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WHAT IS CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE AND
WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?

So, what is customer experience? It is a customer
concept that attempts to measure the level of satisfaction
customers derive from interacting with a business and/or
by using its products/services.
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The “CX” stands for “Customer Experience”, and it could
relate to your online as well as your brick-and-mortal
businesses. In fact, if you do not manage your customer
experience properly, it may negatively affect your business
operations.

Over the years, businesses have researched how to better
convert online and offline visitors to their websites or
physical stores into active leads and paying customers.
It was discovered that efforts must be deployed towards
improving their CX. This desire to better understand
consumers’ behaviours leads to the principle of customer
experience management.
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WHAT IS CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
MANAGEMENT (CEM)?
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Simply put, it is the process of managing one’s
customers’ experiences: In other words, it is what best
customer experience companies do to improve not only
their relationships with their loyal customers, but to also
increase their sales and overall profitability.
Organizations that fail to successfully manage their
customers’ experiences often end up losing them.
Customers are kings, as the saying goes. In this modern
market, no one wants to have any thing to do difficult
businesses that cannot even streamline the procedures
of exploring their websites, ordering, and paying for their
products or services.
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IMPORTANCE OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
MANAGEMENT (CEM) TO YOUR BRAND
Today’s customer expectations are higher than ever
before. And knowing how easy it is for customers to look
for alternatives when their expectations are not being met
by a business, a lot is at stake here. As a matter of fact, a
businesses that cannot research what their customers
want and give them exactly their desires may not last in the
competition.
These are the logical reasons why customer experience
management is so important for any business that want to
thrive:
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REDUCTION IN CUSTOMER CHURN:
Imagine spending thousands of dollars to advertise your
products/services and then drawing huge traffic to your
website or your physical store only for the campaigns to
end up in nothing—no sales, no leads! This is one of the
common nightmares entrepreneurs deal with on a regular
basis. So, what is the best approach for reducing customer
churn? The answer is not far-fetched: Great customer
experience! When you make online/offline visitors to
your website feel welcomed and catered for with great
CX, they will begin to build trust in your brand and then
fall in love with it eventually. Through this approach, you
can increase customer retention and steer your business
toward increased profitability.
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CUSTOMER ACQUISITION:
Your customer experience strategy must be wonderful in
order to attract new customers through your online/offline
presence. Everything on your website must demonstrate
authenticity, and prospective customers should be able
to navigate every section of your website without any
hassles. You can surely get new customers if your user
or client experience is attractive and smooth, taking the
customers around your website leisurely.
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BOOST CUSTOMER LIFETIME VALUE:
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Successful companies depend on continuous patronage
of their customers to stay afloat. The better your customer
lifetime value, the higher the amount of revenues you can
get from them. Businesses have spent billions in the last
decades to improve on their CX and consequently increase
their customer retention while attracting new customers.
Your case is not different from theirs; everyone is in
business to win, and you can only win by making customers
comfortable with your professionally designed website or
physical store.
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BUILD BRAND LOYALTY:
One of the effective approaches for building brand
loyalty is to put in place friendly customer service. How
do you know what your customers want? Good customer
understanding can come from investigating what they
desire. With a detailed, self-explanatory customer
experience survey you can discover how exactly your
customers want to be treated, their purchasing behaviour,
and the after-sale services they require. Even in recessions,
loyal customers are always there to support their brands.
This is why businesses must take it upon themselves to
build brand loyalty by engaging in customer strategy that
will turn leads into loyal customers.

Some customer experience examples have shown that
most businesses implement the best customer service
to polish their brand reputation. For well-known brands,
pursuing customer experience management is a way of
protecting the good images they had already built for
themselves. Therefore, customers tend to form opinions
of brands, whether goox`d or bad, based on how they are
treated by them. It doesn’t matter how great a company’s
products/services are, if it shabbily treats its customers,
this will seriously impact its brand reputability. This
indicates that giving good customer service is a win-win
situation for any company; the organization will be able to
retain its loyal customers while they are happily enjoying
the organization’s products/services. When Jeff Bezos,
the founder and Chairman of Amazon was asked what he
thought constitute great customer service. His response
was not unexpected.
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BRAND REPUTATION:
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Bezos said, “the best customer service is if the customer
doesn’t need to call you, doesn’t need to talk to you. It just
works.” If a company adopts viable customer experience
solutions and integrate them fully within its sales channels,
there will be no need for satisfied customers to keep
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COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE:
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It is no longer news that the modern marketplace is a very
competitive terrain. Any business that aspires to succeed
must be ready and able to enhance customer experience.
An average modern consumer, when shopping for a
product, has so many expectations that may sometimes
be difficult for a single business to meet. At times,
consumers want products/services that are affordable,
useful, and long-lasting. Sometimes they demand for
more features or different usability. Unfortunately, these
requirements may remain unfulfilled by the company they
are transacting with. What bridges the gap between what
a company is offering and what the consumers are asking
is for is effective customer service.
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CUSTOMER SATISFACTION:
When a business sets up a customer experience framework
to promptly handle all its customer-service related issues,
this singular effort will go a long way to improving its
customer service and increasing its customer satisfaction
level. Shoppers who have visited Japanese malls often
gloat about how wonderful Japanese customer service is;
this action basically encourages people to want to shop
regularly. When customers are happy, they will be willing
to spend more in purchasing products from the business
treating them like kings and queens.
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BOOST SALES:
The fastest method for any business to increase its sales
is to implement principles or practices that will result in
the best customer service experience. We should put
ourselves in the consumers’ shoes: We naturally gravitate
towards stores or businesses that appear welcoming,
treating us nicely. So do consumers all over the world. Any
business that is facing the problem of poor sales should
revisit its customer service practices and make amends
on time to win its customers’ minds.
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CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE DESIGN
It is understandable that improving a business’s customer
service experience doesn’t happen overnight. It requires
deliberate and consistent customer service strategy
development. When drawing up their customer experience
design, companies need to pay serious attention to how
these elements could influence the outcomes of their
customer service strategy:
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MARKETING:
It is unhelpful to sell consumers on hype—if your products/
services are not good enough, refine them and do not
raise customers’ expectations. You cannot tell customers
that your products will solve their problems only for them
to realize they are useless. Such an attitude is unethical and
should be broadly discouraged because consumers will
avoid your products if they eventually found out that they
cannot do what your hyped marketing said they would do.

SALES CHANELS
Choose only the sales channels that are reputable and
reliable to market your products to your customers. Your
products may be great and very useful, if the sales channels
are slow, redundant, and ineffective, your customers may
be discouraged from bothering to order your products via
these channels.
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PRODUCT:
Your first branding element is your product. If you focus on
making quality products for your customers, they will be
grateful and happy for your solutions to their problems. On
the other hand, if your products are subpar and useless, you
are inadvertently adding to your customers’ problems and
complicating things for them. In short, if your products are
not good enough, it doesn’t matter how much money you
are spending to market them, your customers’ satisfaction
will still be so low.
CUSTOMER SERVICE:
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If you are wondering about how to improve your customer
experience, here is the answer to your enquiry: Offer topclass customer service! Make your customers feel on top
of the world with the quality of the customer service you
are offering them. There is no secret for boosting your
sales, increasing your revenues, and maintain constant
cash flow than genuinely taking care of the customers that
are spending their hard-earned money to purchase your
products/services.
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